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Abstract

For users to trust model predictions, they need to understand model outputs, particularly their confidence—calibration aims to adjust (calibrate) models’ confidence to match expected accuracy. We argue that the traditional calibration evaluation does not promote effective calibrations: for example, it can encourage always assigning a mediocre confidence score to all predictions, which does not help users distinguish correct predictions from wrong ones. Building on those observations, we propose a new calibration metric, MACROCE, that better captures whether the model assigns low confidence to wrong predictions and high confidence to correct predictions. Focusing on the practical application of open-domain question answering, we examine conventional calibration methods applied on the widely-used retriever-reader pipeline, all of which do not bring significant gains under our new MACROCE metric. Toward better calibration, we propose a new calibration method (CONSICAL) that uses not just final model predictions but whether multiple model checkpoints make consistent predictions. Altogether, we provide an alternative view of calibration along with a new metric, re-evaluation of existing calibration methods on our metric, and proposal for a more effective calibration method.

1 Introduction

While large pretrained language models have conquered many downstream tasks (Devlin et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020), it is sometimes unclear when we should trust them since they often produce false (Lin et al., 2022) or hallucinated (Maynez et al., 2020) predictions. This is important for both model deployment—where low-confidence outputs can be censored—and for end users who need to know whether to trust a model output. The solution is to make sure that models provide reliable confidence estimates so that we can abstain from wrong predictions and trust the right ones. The prerequisite for such abstention is Model Calibration: making the confidence represent the actual likelihood of being correct (Niculescu-Mizil and Caruana, 2005; Naeini et al., 2015). Past work proposes post-hoc approaches to calibrate model confidence such as temperature scaling (Guo et al., 2017), and can effectively calibrate multi-class classification, evaluated by the expected calibration error (ECE) metric.

We re-examine calibration and apply it to a complex task with real-world applications: open-domain question answering (ODQA; Chen et al., 2017). The task takes an input question, retrieves evidence passages from a large corpus such as Wikipedia, and then returns an answer string. Un-
like classification, ODQA is a pipeline with multiple components: a passage retriever followed by a reader. This complexity is both typical of modern machine learning systems and poses additional challenges. We explore adapting calibration methods for the retriever-reader ODQA models on both in-domain and out-of-domain (OOD) settings. Using the commonly used temperature scaling (TS) method on ODQA, models get lower ECE, similar to previous findings on multi-class classification tasks (Guo et al., 2017; Desai and Durrett, 2020).

However, we argue that low ECE does not correspond to useful calibration: in fact, it underestimates the true calibration errors due to its bucketing mechanism. ECE measures the difference between the confidence and expected accuracy by splitting the confidence values into buckets, taking an average confidence and an average accuracy of each bucket and marginalizing over their differences. However, this allows models with middling confidence to win on the ece metric. For instance, temperature scaling assigns all predictions in the range [0.1, 0.5] on HOTPOTQA (Figure 1), which is not useful for users separating correct and wrong predictions because the confidence values are all in a similar range. Moreover, the bucketing mechanism causes a cancellation effect where overconfident and under-confident predictions are bucketed together and averaged out, hiding the instance-level calibration errors.

We propose Macro-average Calibration Error (MACROCE) as an alternative metric that directly focuses on distinguishing correct from wrong predictions (Section 4.2). MACROCE removes the bucketing mechanism and sums calibration error at the instance level. It also takes equal consideration of correct and wrong predictions through macro-averaging to be insensitive to the accuracy level (e.g., when the accuracy is very low, simply lowering confidence on all predictions would lower ECE, but not MACROCE). MACROCE is insensitive to accuracy shifts, successfully satisfying the desiderata for a stable calibration metric (Nixon et al., 2019). We also show that this metric flips the conclusion from the previous section based on ECE—four existing calibration methods, including temperature scaling—the ECE winner—do not lead to improvements in MACROCE (Section 4).

To address this shortcoming, we propose a new method, CONS CAL, which tracks whether the model makes consistent correct predictions over different checkpoints during training. The intuition is that if the same correct prediction is consistent throughout the training trajectory, then it could serve as a strong sign that the model is confident about the prediction. CONS CAL significantly improves MACROCE on both in-domain and OOD evaluation (Section 5), including when downstream users must validate model predictions (Section 5).

In summary, our contributions are:

1. We thoroughly study calibration in the ODQA setting, an under-explored real-world problem involving complex pipelines. We find that existing calibration methods like TS achieve very low ECE; however, it does not capture if the model effectively distinguishes correct from wrong predictions.
2. We propose a better metric MACROCE, which captures models’ ability to distinguish correct and wrong predictions without being sensitive to the absolute model accuracy. Four different calibration methods known to be effective on ECE are ineffective on MACROCE.
3. We introduce a new calibration method (CONS CAL) that uses the consistency of model predictions to estimate confidence, significantly reducing MACROCE and outperforming all previous baselines.
4. Together, we provide an alternative view of calibration, re-evaluation of existing calibration methods, and a proposal of a better calibration method based on our new viewpoint.

2 Background

This section reviews the existing calibration framework, the associated ECE metric, and the commonly used temperature scaling method that effectively optimizes the ECE metric.

2.1 Bucketing-based Calibration and ECE

Under the existing calibration framework, a model is “perfectly calibrated” if the prediction probability (i.e., confidence) reflects the ground truth likelihood (Niculescu-Mizil and Caruana, 2005). Specifically, given the input $x$, the ground truth $y$ and the prediction $\hat{y}$, the perfectly calibrated confidence $\text{Conf}(x, \hat{y})$ will satisfy: $\forall p \in [0, 1], P(\hat{y} = y | \text{Conf}(x, \hat{y}) = p) = p$.

Prior work (Guo et al., 2017) evaluates calibration with Expected Calibration Error (ECE), where $N$ model predictions are bucketed into $M$ bins and predictions within the same confidence
range are put into the same bucket. Let \( B_m \) be the 
\( m \)-th bin of \((x, y, \hat{y})\) triples, the accuracy \( Acc(B_m) \)
measures how many instances in the bin are correct,
\[
Acc(B_m) = \frac{1}{|B_m|} \sum_{i=1}^{|B_m|} \mathbb{I}(y = \hat{y}),
\]
where \(|B_m|\) is the number of examples in the \( m \)-th bin, and \( Conf(B_m) \) computes the average confidence in the bin,
\[
Conf(B_m) = \frac{1}{|B_m|} \sum_{i=1}^{|B_m|} Conf(x, \hat{y}).
\]
Finally, \( ECE \) measures the difference in expectation between confidence and accuracy over all bins,
\[
ECE = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \frac{|B_m|}{N} |Acc(B_m) - Conf(B_m)|.
\]
Most work uses equal-width buckets: a triple \((x, y, \hat{y})\) with \( \frac{N}{M} \leq Conf(x, \hat{y}) \leq \frac{N+1}{M} \) is assigned to the \( m \)-th bin. Minderer et al. (2021) and Nguyen and O’Connor (2015) also used equal-mass binning: predictions are sorted by their confidence values and \( \frac{N}{M} \) triples are assigned to each bin. We find little difference between equal-width and equal-mass binning \( ECE \) results (Table 4), and so we will use the more common equal-width binning in the rest of our experiments.

### 2.2 Temperature Scaling

Without calibration, the confidence is often too high (or less commonly, too low): it thus needs to be scaled up or down. A widely-used calibration method is **temperature scaling** (Guo et al., 2017), which uses a single scalar parameter called the temperature \( \tau \) to scale the confidence. The temperature value is optimized on the dev set. Given the set of candidate answers \( C \) and the logit value \( z \in \mathbb{R}^{|C|} \) associated with the prediction \( \hat{y} \), the confidence for the prediction \( \hat{y} \) that is the \( j \)-th label in \( C \) is:
\[
\text{Softmax} \left( \frac{z}{\tau} \right)_j.
\]
For classification, the temperature scalar \( \tau \) is tuned to optimize negative log likelihood (NLL) on the dev set. Temperature scaling only changes the confidence—not the predictions—so the model’s accuracy always remains the same.

### 3 Calibration in Open-Domain Question Answering

This section adapts the bucketing-based calibration framework for multi-class classification to ODQA and evaluates this calibration method on multiple QA benchmarks, both in- and out-of-domain.

#### 3.1 The ODQA Model

We use the model from Karpukhin et al. (2020), consisting of retrieval and reader components. The retrieval model is a dual encoder that computes the vector representation of the question and each Wikipedia passage and returns the top-\( K \) passages with the highest inner product scores between the question vector and the passage vector. The reader model is a \texttt{bert}-based (Devlin et al., 2019) span extractor. Given the concatenation of the question and each retrieved passage, it returns three logit values, representing the passage selection score, the start position score, and the end position score. These three logits are produced by three different classification heads on top of the final \texttt{bert} layer.

More precisely,
\[
H_i = \text{BERT}(q, p_i) \in \mathbb{R}^{h \times L},
\]
\[
z_{\text{peg}}(i) = (H_i)_{[\text{CLS}]} w_{\text{peg}} \in \mathbb{R},
\]
\[
z_{\text{start}}(i, s) = (H_i w_{\text{start}}) s \in \mathbb{R},
\]
\[
z_{\text{end}}(i, e) = (H_i w_{\text{end}}) e \in \mathbb{R},
\]
where \( w_{\text{peg}}, w_{\text{start}}, w_{\text{end}} \in \mathbb{R}^h \) are trainable parameters.

#### 3.2 Temperature Scaling For ODQA

The formulation of ODQA is unlike conventional multi-class classification since it involves both the retriever and reader, leaving to the question: what we should base the confidence score on. To adapt temperature scaling on ODQA, we take the set of top span predictions as our candidate set \( C \). Specifically, we compute the raw score for each candidate span and then apply softmax over \( C \) to convert the raw span scores into probabilistic confidence values. We explore two possible implementations: **Joint Calibration** considers both passage and span scores; **Pipeline Calibration** selects the highest scored passage and calibrates on span scores only.

**Joint Calibration.** Given the top \( k = 10 \) retrieved passages for each question and for each passage’s top \( n = 10 \) spans, we have an answer set of \( n \times k = 100 \) spans per question. We score
each candidate by adding its passage, span start, and span end score:
\[z_{\text{start}}(i, s) + z_{\text{end}}(i, e) + z_{\text{psg}}(i).\]

We then apply temperature scaling to the predicted logits and the confidence becomes:
\[
\text{Softmax}_{(i,s,e) \in C} \left( \frac{z_{\text{psg}}(i) + z_{\text{start}}(i, s) + z_{\text{end}}(i, e)}{\tau} \right).
\]

For ODQA, the number of correct answers in the candidate set \(C\) varies (zero, one, or more). Hence, the temperature scalar \(\tau\) is tuned to optimize dev set ECE instead of NLL.

**Pipeline Calibration.** We choose the passage with the highest passage selection score \(i_{\text{max}} = \arg\max_{1 \leq i \leq K} z_{\text{psg}}(i)\) and then define the span score \(S(s, e, i, \tilde{i})\) as
\[
\left(z_{\text{start}}(\tilde{i}, s) + z_{\text{end}}(\tilde{i}, e)\right) I[i = i_{\text{max}}].
\]

In this case, we only keep the top \(n = 10\) spans from the top passage for each question. Like Joint Calibration, we apply temperature scaling to the predicted span logits and the confidence is:
\[
\text{Softmax}_{(i,s,e) \in C} \left( \frac{z_{\text{start}}(i, s) + z_{\text{end}}(i, e)}{\tau} \right).
\]

### 3.3 Temperature Scaling Results

We apply the above temperature scaling methods on both in-domain and OOD settings, since Desai and Durrett (2020); Jiang et al. (2021) argue that OOD calibration is more challenging than in-domain calibration. We use NaturalQuestions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019, NQ) as the in-domain dataset, and SQUAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) and HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) as the out-of-domain datasets.\(^2\) We tune hyper-parameters on the in-domain NQ dev set. We report exact match (EM) for answer accuracy and ECE for calibration results.

Without calibration, both joint and pipeline approaches have high ECE scores, and the pipeline approach incurs higher out-of-the-box calibration error (Table 1). Applying temperature scaling significantly lowers ECE in all cases, including both in-domain and OOD settings. As expected, OOD settings incur higher ECE than the in-domain setting even after calibration. However, in the next section, we challenge this “success” by re-examining the bucketing mechanism in ECE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 3</th>
<th>Section 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>TS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint ✓</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline ✓</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NQ → HOTPOTQA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NQ → TRIVIAQA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NQ → SQUAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\uparrow\) higher is better. Calibration errors: lower is better. Best calibration result in each group is in **bold**. Across all settings, temperature scaling significantly improves ECE but not MACROCE, highlighting the difference between these calibration metrics. Also, OOD incurs higher calibration errors.

### 4 Flaws in ECE and Better Alternatives

This section takes a closer look at model accuracy and confidence and illustrates how ECE is misleading in evaluating model calibration. We provide complementary views of calibration and propose a new calibration metric as an alternative.

#### 4.1 What’s Wrong With ECE?

We illustrate the ECE problem with a case study on HotpotQA; similar trends surface for other datasets (Appendix F). The uncalibrated model is over-confident (Figure 1): the confidence is higher than the accuracy. After temperature scaling, the accuracy and confidence converge, reducing ECE. However, this over-estimates the effectiveness of temperature scaling for two reasons. First, most instances are assigned similar confidence. All predictions have a confidence score between 0.1 and 0.5, not giving useful cues except that the model is not confident on most predictions. This is not ideal.

\(^2\)More dataset details are in appendix C.
since, if there were examples we could trust or abstain, an ideal calibration metric should recognize such scenarios and encourage the calibrator to differentiate correct and wrong predictions. Second, bucketing causes cancellation effects, ignoring instance-level calibration error. Many predictions are clustered in the same buckets. As a result, there are many over-confident and under-confident predictions in the same bucket. They are averaged to become closer to the average accuracy.  

The Need for An Alternative View. The above issues are because ECE only measures the expectation where the aim is to match the confidence with the expected accuracy. However, this goal can be trivially achieved by simply outputting similar confidence for all predictions that match the expected accuracy, as in the case of temperature scaling, which is not useful because users cannot easily use such confidence scores to decide when to trust the model. Hence, we propose an alternative view of calibration where the goal is to maximally differentiate correct and wrong predictions. We argue that achieving this goal would bring better practical values for real use cases. Toward this end, we propose a new calibration metric that aligns closely with our objective.

4.2 New Metric: MACROCE

We propose alternative metrics that remove the bucketing mechanism to prevent the above problems. We consider two such metrics—ICE and MACROCE. We evaluate their robustness to various distribution shifts, and propose to use MACROCE as the main metric.

Instance-level Calibration Error (ICE) accumulates the calibrator error of each individual prediction and takes an average.  

\[
\text{ICE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |\hat{y}_i = \tilde{y}_i - \text{Conf}(x_i, \tilde{y}_i)|. 
\]

ICE is similar to the Brier Score (Brier, 1950) except that we are marginalizing over the absolute difference between accuracy and confidence of predictions, instead of squared errors.  

While ICE and Brier Score prevent the issues brought by bucketing, it incurs another issue: they can be easily dominated by the majority label classes. For example, if the model achieves high accuracy, always assigning a high confidence can get low Brier Score and ICE because the wrong predictions contribute very little to the overall calibration error (we will empirically show this in the following experiments). This is undesirable because even when the wrong predictions are rare, mistrusting them can still cause severe harm to users. To address this, we additionally macro-average the calibration errors on correct and wrong predictions and name this metric MACROCE.

Macro-average Calibration Error (MACROCE) considers instance-level errors, but it takes equal consideration of correct and wrong predictions made by the model. Specifically, it calculates a macro-average over calibration errors on correct predictions and wrong predictions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ICE}_{\text{pos}} &= \frac{1}{n_p} \sum_{i=1}^{n_p} (1 - \text{Conf}(x_i, \tilde{y}_i)), \forall \tilde{y}_i = y_i, \\
\text{ICE}_{\text{neg}} &= \frac{1}{n_n} \sum_{i=1}^{n_n} (\text{Conf}(x_i, \tilde{y}_i) - 0), \forall \tilde{y}_i \neq y_i, \\
\text{MACROCE} &= \frac{1}{2}(\text{ICE}_{\text{pos}} + \text{ICE}_{\text{neg}}).
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(n_p\) and \(n_n\) are the number correct and wrong predictions.  

Ideal calibration metrics should be insensitive to shifts in accuracy (Nixon et al., 2019) and stably reveal models’ calibration in all situations. We examine the robustness of these metrics.

Temperature Scaling at Different Accuracy Levels. We re-sample the data to vary the model accuracy and examine the effect of temperature scaling at different accuracy levels. Before calibration, the ECE score decreases with higher model accuracy (Table 2), since higher accuracy matches the over-confident predictions and gets rewarded by low ECE score. This finding also applies to ICE, since the majority of predictions are correct, the impact of negative predictions with over-confidence is marginal. MACROCE results remain stable across all accuracy levels. As model accuracy increases, \(\text{ICE}_{\text{pos}}\) decreases and \(\text{ICE}_{\text{neg}}\) increases. MACROCE

\footnote{In fact, these flaws apply to many other NLP tasks. An example on sentiment analysis is shown in Table 7.}

\footnote{This is equivalent to ECE with equal-mass binning under the condition that \(M = N\) (i.e., the bucket size is always 1).}

\footnote{We prefer the L1 over L2 norm because L2 norm favors confidences in the middle ranges rather than the binary ends, which is less useful for a user trying to decide if an outcome is good or not.}

\footnote{The idea of macro-averaging was also referred to as class conditionality in Nixon et al. (2019) in the context of calibrating image classifiers, but an important distinction is that MACROCE removes bucketing.}
Figure 2: Calibration results where we re-sample the predictions to vary the model accuracy (10%, 50%, 90%; same on both dev and test sets). Uncalibrated ECE and ICE results differ at different accuracies (i.e., highly sensitive to accuracy), while MACROCE stays stable. Captures the trade-off and implies the model remains poorly calibrated.\(^7\)

**Temperature Scaling under Accuracy Shift.**

We consider the setting where there is a large difference between the dev and test set accuracy. In particular, we consider the cases where we: 1) tune temperature on a development set with 90% accuracy and evaluate on a test set with 10% accuracy; and 2) tune temperature on a development set with 10% accuracy and evaluate on a test set with 90% accuracy. ECE and ICE are sensitive to the model accuracy but MACROCE is not (Table 3). Temperature scaling selects a low temperature scalar on the highly accurate development set which does not transfer to the test set with low accuracy, indicating that temperature tuning does not hold against subpopulation shift. MACROCE reflects the poor calibration of the model on both cases, insensitive to the shift.\(^8\)

Both experiments indicate that MACROCE is a more reliable calibration evaluation metric. We thus focus on MACROCE evaluation throughout the rest of the paper.

---

\(^7\)We also present the numerical results in Table 5.  
\(^8\)We also present the numerical results in Table 6.
In our experiments, we ablate the choice of \( N \) in Appendix E—it has marginal impact on the calibration.

### 5.2 CONS\(\text{CAL} \): Calibration Through Consistency

The failure of temperature scaling under MACROCE implies that only relying on the final outputs from the QA model is not sufficient for calibration. This calls for additional cues that can reflect the model’s confidence. We propose to use the model’s consistency throughout training as a useful cue. We propose a simple calibration method called Consistency Calibration (CONS\(\text{CAL} \)). CONS\(\text{CAL} \) compares multiple model checkpoints throughout training and checks if the prediction is consistent. The intuition is that if the model, during training, always makes the same prediction, the model is confident about that prediction, and vice versa. This is inspired by TRAINING DYNAMICS from Swayamdipta et al. (2020); while they originally use training dynamics to measure data difficulty, we use it to measure the confidence of the model predictions.\(^{10}\)

Specifically, given \( N \) model checkpoints,\(^{11} \) we obtain the final model prediction \( p \) based on the last checkpoint, then count the checkpoints that make the same prediction, and assign a confidence value 1 if the count is greater than a threshold \( n \); otherwise 0. The threshold \( n \) is a hyper-parameter chosen based on the development set. Apart from

---

\(^9\)We also experimented with softmax but found sigmoid to be substantially better.

\(^{10}\)Our definition of consistency is similar to what they call ‘variability’.

\(^{11}\)\( N = 5 \) in our experiments; we ablate the choice of \( N \) in Appendix E—it has marginal impact on the calibration.
this binary confidence setting, we also explore assigning continuous confidence values based on checkpoint consistency. This continuous confidence gets slightly worse MACROCE than the binary version but improves on all previous baselines (Appendix B).

5.3 Experimental Results

Some existing calibration methods lower ECE, including temperature scaling, the simple average baseline, and label smoothing (Table 2). In particular, the simple average baseline has the lowest ECE both in-domain and OOD. This confirms our earlier point that you can lower ECE by assigning confidence values close to the accuracy for all predictions without any discrimination between correct and wrong predictions. However, none of these baselines reduces MACROCE.

CONSCAL significantly lowers MACROCE, outperforming the previous best by 11% and 6% absolute in-domain and out-of-domain, respectively. This confirms the effectiveness of using consistency over different checkpoints throughout training. While both the binary baseline and CONSCAL have binary outputs, CONSCAL has lower MACROCE. Thus this is not just due to the binary confidence. Additional results in Appendix D compare the joint and pipeline approach (defined in section 3.2), which have similar MACROCE.

To analyse whether the gains of CONSCAL are simply from ensembling multiple checkpoints, we compare with an additional baseline called CONSCAL w/o Training Dynamics: we finetune the model \( N \) times independently using different random seeds,\(^{12} \) obtain final predictions through majority vote, and compute the confidence scores as we did for CONSCAL. We use the same \( N \) (\( N = 5 \)) for both CONSCAL and CONSCAL w/o Training Dynamics. While this variant reduces MACROCE more than any of the previous methods, its MACROCE values are still higher than CONSCAL both in-domain and OOD. This suggests that, while ensembling is one factor for reducing MACROCE, it is not the only factor—considering training dynamics remains important.

We provide a qualitative example in Figure 4: the model changes its prediction in the last epochs. Such inconsistency is a cue to suggest low confidence via CONSCAL.

\(^{12}\)Thus, this baseline has \( N \) times larger training cost.

5.4 Human Study

Finally, we investigate whether CONSCAL improves user decision making—mimicking validating a search engine’s answer to a question—with a human study. We randomly sample 100 questions from the NQ test set and present the questions to annotators along with the DPR-BERT predictions. We ask annotators to judge the correctness of the model predictions under four settings: (1) show only questions and predictions without model confidence; (2) show the QA pairs along with raw model confidence without calibration; (3) show the QA pairs along with temperature scaled confidence; (4) show the QA pairs along with confidence calibrated by CONSCAL. We recruit a total of twenty annotators (five annotators under each setting) on Prolific, each annotating 100 questions, with average compensation of $14.4/hour.

We measure the precision, recall, and F1 score of the human judgement. We also report Krippendorff’s alpha among the five annotators.\(^{13} \) Showing the confidence scores significantly improves human decision making (Table 3), and CONSCAL helps achieve better F1 than temperature scaling. Interestingly, despite CONSCAL’s binary confidence scores of 0 and 1, humans sometimes do not follow the confidence scores and “overrule” them. This actually leads to a lower F1 than a baseline that always follows CONSCAL’s confidence. Moreover, the ECE metric ranks temperature scaling as best.

\(^{13}\)The Krippendorff’s alpha indicates only moderate agreement, which is expected because different people have different preferences when to trust an answer. Nonetheless, CONSCAL increases the agreement among human annotators.

![Figure 4: An example from NQ where the final prediction is wrong. The original uncalibrated confidence is over-confident, while temperature scaling lowers the confidence, it is still over-confident and could mislead users. CONSCAL sets the confidence to 0 because predictions across checkpoints in the training trajectory are inconsistent—the model is confused between the specific performer and the original singer in this example.](image-url)
contradicting human study results. Nevertheless, our MACROCE correctly ranks CONSCAL as the best method, aligning with human judgement.

6 Related Work

This section reviews prior work on calibration metrics and methods that are relevant to NLP.

Calibration Metrics. Brier Score (Brier, 1950) is one of the earliest calibration metrics that sums over squared errors between accuracy and confidence for all instances, but is only applicable to binary classification. Naeini et al. (2015) first use bucketing mechanisms to compute calibration errors, and propose metrics like ECE and maximum calibration error (MCE). Nguyen and O’Connor (2015) explore other bucketing mechanisms like equal-mass binning. Nixon et al. (2019) point out the flaws of the fixed range bucketing mechanism used by ECE, and propose an adaptive bucketing mechanism as an alternative. We take inspiration from these prior analyses, identify the problems grounded in a more complex open-domain question answering task, and propose MACROCE to address the issues.

Calibration Methods. Guo et al. (2017) first experiment various post-hoc calibration methods including temperature scaling, and Thulasidasan et al. (2019) find that mixup training improves the calibration of image classifiers evaluated by the ECE metric. Within NLP, previous works explores calibration on multi-class classification (Desai and Durrett, 2020) and sequence tagging (Nguyen and O’Connor, 2015). In question answering, Kamath et al. (2020) propose the selective question answering setting that aims to abstain on as few questions as possible while maintaining high accuracy. Toward this goal, later approaches (Zhang et al., 2021; Ye and Durrett, 2022) extract features to train a binary classifier to decide on which questions to abstain. While selective question answering offers a measurement of calibration, the scale of confidence values is not considered since abstention can be effective as long as correct predictions have higher confidence than wrong ones, regardless of the absolute scales. Concurrent work (Dhulawala et al., 2022) explores calibration for retriever-reader ODQA, focusing on combining information from the retriever and reader. In addition to span-extraction QA, Jiang et al. (2021) and Si et al. (2022) also explore calibration for generative QA. However, these works use ECE for evaluation.

7 Conclusion

This paper investigates calibration in the realistic application of ODQA where users need to decide whether to trust model predictions based on confidence scores. Although confidence scores produced by existing calibration methods improve the popular ECE metric, these confidence scores do not help distinguish correct and wrong predictions. We propose to use the MACROCE metric to remedy the flaws, and existing calibration methods fail on our MACROCE metric. We further propose a simple and effective calibration method - CONSCAL - that leverages training consistency. Our human study confirms both the effectiveness of CONSCAL as well as the alignment between MACROCE and human preference. Our work advocates and paves the path for user-centric calibration, and our CONSCAL method is a promising direction for better calibration. Future work can adapt our calibration metric and method to more diverse tasks (such as generative tasks) and explore other ways to further improve user-centric calibration.
Limitations

We note several limitations of this paper and point to potential future directions to address them:

- **MACROCE** is motivated from a user-centric perspective where we want to maximally distinguish correct and wrong predictions. However, it is not a panacea for all use cases, e.g., in some applications, the confidence output might have to be mediocre to indicate the uncertainty of the output, rather than taking a stance as MACROCE encourages.

- Our experiments are focused on ODQA and in particular, span-extraction models (we also showed similar findings on binary sentiment classification in Appendix F). While we expect most findings in this paper to hold for other models and tasks as well, this needs to be empirically verified in future work. In particular, one promising line for future work is to verify whether CONSCL also works well for text generation tasks and models.

Ethical Considerations

**Data and Human Subjects** All datasets used in this paper are from existing public sources and we do not expect any violation of intellectual property or privacy. All human annotators that we recruited on Prolific are well-compensated and we did not receive any complaints from the annotators regarding the job (we do not perceive any possible harm on them either).

**Broader Impact** We expect our study to have a positive impact on the safe deployment of AI applications. Our study is targeted towards the real-world application of question answering from a user-centric perspective. We make model predictions more trustworthy to users by providing well-calibrated confidence scores. This especially helps users avoid misleading wrong predictions which can cause serious troubles in real-life applications such as digital assistants and search engines. Our human study has also confirmed the advantages of our proposed metric and calibration method.
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Appendix

A More Analysis on Calibration Metrics

Temperature Scaling with Different Temperature Scalars We apply temperature scaling with varying temperature scalar $\tau$. According to Figure 5, as we increase the temperature value, the confidence scores decrease, and consequently $\text{ICE}_{\text{pos}}$ increases and $\text{ICE}_{\text{neg}}$ decreases. Meanwhile, $\text{MACROCE}$ stays constant while $\text{ECE}$ changes drastically, which reflects the flaw of temperature scaling: a single temperature value cannot improve calibration for both correct and wrong predictions simultaneously. Such flaw is only captured by $\text{MACROCE}$.

ECE with Equal-Width and Equal-Mass Binning We compare measuring calibration with equal-width bucketed ECE and equal-mass bucketed ECE in Table 4. We find that both variants of ECE give similar results on all experiment settings, and both of them show contrary conclusions than $\text{MACROCE}$ (e.g., they both underestimate the calibration errors of temperature scaling in OOD settings).

Calibration Results at Different Accuracy In Table 5, we show the numerical results of ECE, ICE, and $\text{MACROCE}$ at different accuracy. The results show that only $\text{MACROCE}$ is stable.

Calibration Results under Accuracy Shift In Table 6, we show numerical calibration results under accuracy shifts where the dev and test accuracy differ largely. $\text{MACROCE}$ is the only metric that stays stable under such shifts.

B Implementation Details of Methods in Section 5

Feature Based Classifier We include the following features based on previous work (Rodriguez et al., 2019): the length of the question, passage and predicted answer; raw and softmax logits of passage, span position selection; softmax logits of other top predicted answer candidates; the number of times that the predicted answer appears in the passage and the question; the number of times the predicted answer appears in the top candidates.

We use the QA model’s predictions on the NQ dev set as the training data. We re-sample the data to get a balanced training set, and the training objective is binary classification on whether the answer prediction is correct. We hold out 10% predictions as the validation set and we apply early stopping based on the validation loss. During inference, we directly use the predicted probability as the confidence value.

Neural Reranker During training, for each question we include one randomly chosen positive and $M - 1 (M = 10)$ randomly chosen hard negatives (hard negatives are negative predictions with the highest raw logits). We use DPR-BERT’s predictions on the NQ training set for reranker training. During inference, we use the trained reranker to rerank the top five predictions. In particular, we use sigmoid to convert the raw reranker logits to probabilistic confidence values.

Label smoothing We use $\alpha = 0.1$ in our experiments, and we find that the calibration results are largely insensitive to the choice of $\alpha$. We change the loss function from cross entropy to KL divergence with the label smoothed gold probability distribution. We compare the calibration results of the model trained without and with label smoothing, and we also explore applying temperature scaling on top of the model trained with label smoothing.

ConsCAL We use the final checkpoint’s predictions as the final predictions. We do this instead of taking the majority vote of all intermediate checkpoints before earlier checkpoints have lower answer accuracy than the final checkpoint.
Table 4: We compare ECE with equal-width binning (ECE\textsubscript{width}) and equal-mass binning (ECE\textsubscript{mass}) on both in-domain and OOD evaluation. They share the same pattern on all cases.

C Dataset Details

Natural Questions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) consists of questions mined from Google search queries. We use the open version of NQ where each question has answers with up to five tokens found from Wikipedia (Lee et al., 2019). We use NQ for training and in-distribution evaluation.

SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) contains a set of questions written by crowdworkers given a Wikipedia paragraph. We use the open version of SQuAD following Chen et al. (2017). We use SQuAD for out-of-distribution evaluation.

TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) includes trivia questions scraped from the web. We use the unfiltered version for out-of-distribution evaluation.

HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) is a multi-hop question answering dataset written by crowdworkers given a pair of Wikipedia paragraphs. We take the full-wiki version of HotpotQA and use it for out-of-distribution evaluation.

D Additional Baselines and Variants

We compare two ways of obtaining the top prediction of each checkpoint - joint (considering top predictions from all top-10 retrieved passages) and pipeline (only considering the top predictions from top-1 retrieved passage). In the main paper (Table 2) we reported results of using the joint approach. We compare these two variants in Table 7.

We also explore two other alternative implementations of CONS\textsc{CAL}. The first one is frequency-based CONS\textsc{CAL} where the confidence of each prediction is computed as $k/n$ where $k$ is the number of times that the prediction was made by the $n$ total checkpoints. The second one is classifier-based CONS\textsc{CAL} where we treat whether the final prediction is also predicted by each intermediate checkpoint as a binary feature, and train a linear classifier on such $n$-dimensional feature vectors ($n$ is the number of checkpoints used) to predict the correctness of the final prediction. We use the predicted probability from this classifier as the calibrated confidence value. These variants are compared in Table 7. Interestingly, the binary implementation of CONS\textsc{CAL} turns out to be the most
Figure 6: Bucketing distribution of predictions on NQ and HOTPOTQA. The x-axis represents the confidence range of each bucket, the y-axis represents the average answer accuracy for the dashed line plot and represents the relative bucket sizes for the histogram. Similar flaws hold true for these two datasets: after temperature scaling, all predictions’ confidence values are scaled to become closer to the overall answer accuracy, and correct (green bars) and wrong predictions (blue bars) are mixed in the same buckets, making it hard to distinguish.

In the main paper we saved a total number of $n = 5$ checkpoints during training for CONS CAL. In order to understand the impact of this hyperparameter $n$, we experiment with $n = \{9, 17\}$ and report the results in Table 8. We observe that the impact of different $n$ is very small.

Figure 7: Bucketing distribution of predictions on SST-2 (Socher et al., 2013), a binary sentiment analysis dataset. We can see the same trend as on NQ and HOTPOTQA - all predictions’ confidence are very close. In fact, on SST-2, all predictions have high confidence both before and after temperature scaling, making it hard for users to identify wrong predictions.

In the main paper we illustrated the flaws of ECE with a case study on HOTPOTQA. Here we additional present visualizations of calibration results on NQ (in-domain) and SQUAD (OOD). As shown in Figure 6, the flaws of ECE as described in the main paper hold true for these datasets as well, validating the generality of our conclusions.

In addition to QA, we also present results on a sentiment analysis dataset in Figure 7. We observe the same trends that all predictions have similar confidence scores, making it difficult to identify the wrong predictions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calibrator</th>
<th>IID (NQ)</th>
<th>OOD (HotpotQA)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Calibration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
<td>30.41</td>
<td>27.17</td>
<td>61.74</td>
<td>44.46</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>44.40</td>
<td>25.38</td>
<td>67.04</td>
<td>46.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>50.08</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>82.63</td>
<td>44.78</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>61.22</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>82.95</td>
<td>47.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Baseline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
<td>38.03</td>
<td>53.22</td>
<td>29.77</td>
<td>41.50</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>38.62</td>
<td>55.81</td>
<td>33.05</td>
<td>44.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>33.68</td>
<td>46.34</td>
<td>26.46</td>
<td>36.40</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>38.82</td>
<td>55.45</td>
<td>33.92</td>
<td>44.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Baseline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>64.25</td>
<td>35.75</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>64.25</td>
<td>35.75</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>63.66</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>63.66</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Scaling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>53.98</td>
<td>31.08</td>
<td>42.53</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>55.17</td>
<td>36.07</td>
<td>45.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>58.57</td>
<td>30.54</td>
<td>44.55</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>65.78</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>47.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature-based Classifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>37.26</td>
<td>61.50</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>98.04</td>
<td>49.04</td>
<td>21.37</td>
<td>76.56</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>97.39</td>
<td>48.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>36.51</td>
<td>52.30</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>85.18</td>
<td>45.03</td>
<td>21.82</td>
<td>62.40</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>82.87</td>
<td>46.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>36.40</td>
<td>47.41</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>80.02</td>
<td>44.79</td>
<td>24.61</td>
<td>53.88</td>
<td>16.78</td>
<td>76.95</td>
<td>46.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Reranker (ReConsider)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>37.62</td>
<td>33.83</td>
<td>33.70</td>
<td>62.24</td>
<td>50.47</td>
<td>26.54</td>
<td>46.80</td>
<td>27.84</td>
<td>69.79</td>
<td>48.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>37.62</td>
<td>58.61</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>72.59</td>
<td>40.97</td>
<td>26.54</td>
<td>51.41</td>
<td>23.56</td>
<td>70.40</td>
<td>46.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label Smoothing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td>29.42</td>
<td>28.81</td>
<td>62.36</td>
<td>45.59</td>
<td>23.57</td>
<td>44.69</td>
<td>25.88</td>
<td>67.76</td>
<td>46.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ TS</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>56.41</td>
<td>30.48</td>
<td>43.45</td>
<td>23.57</td>
<td>14.31</td>
<td>56.27</td>
<td>35.82</td>
<td>46.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble Calibration (Binary)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>37.78</td>
<td>28.95</td>
<td>45.23</td>
<td>19.06</td>
<td>32.15</td>
<td>25.68</td>
<td>31.86</td>
<td>59.93</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>41.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>38.98</td>
<td>29.22</td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>32.19</td>
<td>23.43</td>
<td>32.17</td>
<td>58.48</td>
<td>24.11</td>
<td>41.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Binary)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
<td>31.91</td>
<td>26.10</td>
<td>35.07</td>
<td>30.59</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>40.37</td>
<td>34.29</td>
<td>42.35</td>
<td>38.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>31.30</td>
<td>25.91</td>
<td>34.38</td>
<td>30.15</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>43.25</td>
<td>37.00</td>
<td>45.09</td>
<td>41.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Frequency)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
<td>44.46</td>
<td>26.39</td>
<td>44.68</td>
<td>35.53</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>46.21</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>49.89</td>
<td>40.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>44.78</td>
<td>26.04</td>
<td>43.78</td>
<td>34.91</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>47.72</td>
<td>32.34</td>
<td>51.87</td>
<td>42.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Classifier)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
<td>31.63</td>
<td>27.28</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td>30.64</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>40.34</td>
<td>35.56</td>
<td>41.90</td>
<td>38.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>33.16</td>
<td>25.84</td>
<td>37.34</td>
<td>31.59</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>44.60</td>
<td>31.81</td>
<td>48.38</td>
<td>40.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Calibration results of baseline calibration methods as well as our new consistency calibration. We compare using the joint and pipeline approach for obtaining the top answer predictions. We highlight the best result in bold. Our new consistency calibration method outperforms all other baselines on MACROCE for both the joint and pipeline implementation. Note that different metrics give different ranking of these methods, which further highlights the importance of using a reliable and informative metric.
Table 8: Results of using consistency calibration with a larger number of checkpoints ($n = \{9, 17\}$). The difference with using $n = 5$ is small. Note that $n$ represents the total number of checkpoints apart being used. We find that the impact of using different $n$ is small. We reported results of using $n = 5$ in the main paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calibrator</th>
<th>IID (NQ)</th>
<th>OOD (HotpotQA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>ECE$_{interval}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Consistency Baselines</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Calibration</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Binary Baseline</strong></td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Baseline</strong></td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consistency Calibration with n=17</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Binary)</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Frequency)</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Classifier)</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consistency Calibration with n=9</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Binary)</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Frequency)</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Classifier)</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consistency Calibration with n=5</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Binary)</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Frequency)</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency Calibration (Classifier)</td>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>36.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>